Inspirational and thought provoking:
this is very powerful stuff for
our organisation.

Think
Better
TogetheR

- Adam Goldwate,r Regional Learning Manager
for Tyne & Wear Archive and Museums
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RESOURCES & SUPPORT

by Thinking Space

Philosophy is a different type
of learning; you have freedom
to talk about what you think
and how you feel..
- Courtney, Y10 student
at Darfield Foulstone School,, Barnsley

I don’t think I’ve ever worked
on anything quite as
interesting as this.
- Pete Brashaw, Y5 Teacher,
at Meynell Primary Sheffield

‘We are delighted and privileged to have worked
with Grace, her knowledge has constantly
pushed the level of learning into
previously unimagined areas.
- Jill Harland, Head Teacher
at Brudenell Primary, Leeds

Our expertise
We create public philosophy projects...
... that enhance learning and enrich lives.
For over a decade, philosophers at Thinking Space
have been using philosophical principles and pedagogy,
to help learners improve their thinking.

Our practical training shares what we have learnt...
... with teachers, educators and other people who work with people.
Our evidence-based courses, resources and support are ideal for
professionals who want to bring communities together
to have more critical, creative and curious conversations.

Our services

Step One: Introducing Philosophical Enquiry
Basic strategies, activities and insights to begin having philosophical enquires with your learners.
This one-day, in-person course costs £950 for up to 25 people. (20% reduction for online version).
Step Two: Developing Philosophical Enquiry
Advanced ideas to help your participants think more philosophically in all areas of their learning.
This two-day, in-person course costs £1,950 for up to 25 people. (20% reduction for online version).
Step Three: Embedding Philosophical Enquiry
A comprehensive programme of bespoke training, resources, modelling, mentoring and evaluation
to embed philosophical enquiry in your setting.
This two-day, in-person course and year of professional coaching costs £3,550.00 for up to 12 experienced practitioners.
Plus: Philosophical Enquiry Tasters and Twilights
These short, engaging workshops either introduce philosophical enquiry or focus in-depth on aspects of existing practice.
These 90-minute workshops cost £300 for up to 25 people. (20% reduction for online version).
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